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Mission: Helping Sea Turtles Survive

Over 1,700 Young Sea Turtles
Washed Ashore in Storm
Aftermath
by Jill A. Lankford and Kimberly White
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turtles. While the rest of us were busy sweeping, taking
down storm shutters, and picking up lawn debris, the Sea
Turtle Healing Center was dealing with a unique type of mess.
According to Brevard Zoo’s Sea Turtle Program Coordinator,
Melanie Stadler, the Sea Turtle Healing Center had 1,788
washbacks arrive through their doors. The small turtles were
being washed ashore in droves from Cocoa Beach to Sebastian
Inlet.
UCF’s Marine Turtle Research Group indicated that the young
sea turtle washbacks were not the only ones affected. They
estimated that approximately 150 loggerhead and 525 green
turtle nests were lost within Brevard. Nests were either missing
or damaged due to the surf. The damage could have been
worse had the storm arrived during a high green turtle nesting
year. In a statement UCF released after the storm, the Director
of the Marine Turtle Research Group said, “All things
considered, the turtle population was very lucky.”

Luck aside, the large number
of washbacks was
overwhelming. Thankfully,
Brevard Zoo was able to
transfer 300 to the Marine
Science Center in Volusia.
The zoo was able to release
627 young washbacks back
into the ocean; the Marine
Science Center was able to
release 300. These survivors
were lucky. “Once washed
in, these baby sea turtles
have a 50% survival rate,”
says Stadler. The large number of washbacks could be
attributed to the two storms occurring one right after the
other. While Hurricane Nicole was not as close to the shore,
“…it was the combination of the two,” says Melanie. “Nicole
had a lot more to do with it because the storm stayed out
longer and stirred up the water and created a lot of wave
activity.” This wave activity is what brought these small sea
turtle babies back in.
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Once the tiny turtles hit the shore, they are nearly lifeless and
have dispensed all of their energy. They have nothing left but
the hopes of someone finding them in the sand and calling for
help. They cannot be placed back into the water because they
are weak and are having difficulty breathing. Melanie urges
those who come across a washback not to put them back into
the water, instead, “Please call our 24-hour hotline number at
(321) 206-0646. Keep them warm. Put them on a towel or
washcloth inside a bucket.”
Volunteers at the zoo were crucial. “None of this could have
been done without them,” Stadler says. Volunteers pulled
together with the Brevard Zoo Sea Turtle Healing Center. They
would stay late and work long, tireless hours until the job was
done. The only questions asked were “How can I help? What
can I do?”
STPS volunteers were also working around the clock. During the
aftermath, they could be found combing the beaches for
washbacks. They knew they would be coming in, though not
quite in the numbers that they did.
Shortly after the storm,
members of the local
community began arriving at
STPS headquarters every
hour. Donna Simmons, an
STPS volunteer who works at
headquarters, had a frontrow seat to the madness.
Simmons says that after the
storm, members of the
community began bringing in
the washbacks in spaghetti
pots, frisbees, and baseball
hats filled with seaweed.
One such incident stuck out
to Simmons. A workman

arrived at headquarters with a baby sea turtle in the hard hat
he was wearing that day.
People were using whatever they had on hand to come to the
rescue of these fragile babies. The outpouring of caring
neighbors coming together in a time in need is both invaluable
and highly impressive. Brevard County residents made sure
everyone was cared for, whether it was an elderly neighbor or
a flippered friend. In honor of the people who rescued them,
the sea turtles were named after them. Simmons said that
naming the babies after their rescuers was extremely
rewarding to them. Donna’s idea was a brilliant way to pay
homage to the wonderful members of our community.

While the spaghetti pots and hard hats are last-ditch
efforts, we must all follow the rules. Melanie Stadler and
STPS point out the following rules:
1.

2.
3.
4.

If one decides to bring in a washback or
hatchling found on the beach, keep in mind
they will most likely be hidden in a clump of
sargassum (seaweed or algae) and can simply
be picked up in that seaweed and packed in a
container or bucket.
They prefer a dark, damp place. Dampen a
dishcloth or paper towel for them to sit on.
They do not need water or sand in the
container.
Remember, they are too weak to swim and
will have a hard time breathing. Once you’ve
got them situated, you can bring the little gal
or guy to STPS or call our 24-hour hotline
number at (321) 206-0646. Once the call is
placed, someone will come pick them up. If
the baby is brought to headquarters after
hours, we have a nice dark box out back to
place him or her in and we will see them first
thing in the morning.
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Dying for Convenience: The
Problem with Single-use
Plastic
by Kimberly White

Climate change, well-lit beaches, natural predators, illegal
wildlife trafficking, beach erosion…these are all things that we
know affect sea turtles. However, what we often overlook is
how our consumerism plays a role in the plight of sea turtles
and other marine life. We’ve become creatures of
convenience, living
life with a “throwaway” mindset…but
there is no “away”.
Tossing something in
a bin may take the
item out of your
sight and off your
mind, but your
garbage doesn’t just
disappear. It has to
go somewhere.
Unfortunately for sea turtles, a lot of our thrown-away goods
end up leaving our home and going into theirs. In fact, studies
show that approximately 8 million metric tons of the world’s
plastics goes into the oceans. Recycle Across America reports
that Americans throw away more than 2.5 million plastic
bottles every hour. That’s approximately 60 million plastic
bottles in one day, for one country. A more startling statistic is
that only 23% of plastic in the United States is recycled. The
side effects of our rampant consumerism are seeping into
waterways around the world- killing hundreds of sea turtles
every year.
Items such as water bottles, straws, and grocery bags seem
harmless in the store, but they pose a major threat to our
ocean friends. According to Qamar Schuyler of the University of
Queensland, more than 50% of sea turtles have eaten plastic
debris. Ingesting plastic poses a few potential problems for a
sea turtle:
1.
2.
3.

Ingesting plastic can cause a blockage in the
turtle’s intestinal tract.
Plastic is made from toxic chemicals, eating them
can cause the sea turtle to die.
Ingested plastic can lead to starvation. The plastic
remaining in the stomach confuses the turtle into
thinking it’s full and does not need to eat- causing
the turtle to become emaciated and die.

Olive ridley turtles (Lepidochelys olivacea) and leatherback
turtles (Dermochelys coriacea) both enjoy a diet full of
jellyfish, which makes them vulnerable to a case of mistaken
identity- confusing a floating plastic bag for a jellyfish. The
plastic bags we get from the store are petroleum-based, which
means they do not biodegrade when they enter the landfill or
left as litter.

A 2008 report by the United States International Trade
Commission showed the U.S. consumption of plastic grocery
bags was over 100 billion. Bag Monster, a blog run by ChicoBag
CEO and Founder Andy Keller, states that in just one year, the
average consumer uses 500 plastic bags. The United States
Census Bureau’s 2016 census shows Brevard County at 579,130
residents- meaning Brevard’s citizens could be responsible for
nearly 300 million plastic bags annually.
Plastic bottles and bags are two of the more obvious polluting
culprits, but it turns out that even your toiletries can be adding
to your environmental footprint. Take a look at your liquid
soaps, shampoos, and toothpaste…do you see tiny beads? Those
are plastic microbeads. While their size makes them seem
harmless, you cannot judge this book by its cover. The products
that contain these little plastic devils are meant to be washed
away and since microbeads are small, they slip past filters.
According to The 5 Gyres Institute, the United States releases
nearly 8 billion microbeads into waterways daily. Once in the
water, the microbeads begin to attract organic pollutants
linked to health problems in humans. Why is that a problem?
Fish will eat the microbeads and the toxins will then work their
way to our dinner tables. Researchers at the University of
California Davis discovered that ¼ of all the fish purchased
from California markets contained plastic in their stomach.
Polyethylene, polypropylene, and polylactic acid sounds
frightening rather than appetizing. In 2015, President Obama
signed the Microbead-Free Waters Act into law and in 2017 it
became illegal for businesses to manufacture products that
have microbeads. Products containing microbeads will still be
available for purchase until 2018.
Microbeads and microplastics are being found in more than just
fish. They’re being found in seabirds around the world.
Australian scientists estimate that nearly 90% of seabirds have
ingested plastic- a statistic they expect to continue to grow. By
2050, they believe
that 99% of seabirds
will be affected by
ingestion of plastic.
Plastic production
has a current
doubling time of 11
years. Chris Wilcox,
the leading author
of the study states,
“Global plastic
production is
increasing
exponentially, with a current doubling time of 11 years; thus,
between 2015 and 2026, we will make as much plastic as has
been made since production began.” This is especially
concerning since nearly every piece of plastic ever created still
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exists today. Since plastic doesn’t biodegrade, it breaks down
into small pieces which pollute our waters. This is evident in
the Great Pacific Garbage Patch. You’ve probably heard that it
is a large trash island the size of Texas, but it is more akin to
soup than an island. It is impossible to know the true size of
the patch, but what we do know is that it is made up of
millions of pieces of microplastics that should not be there.

4
some positive changes. Becoming a responsible consumer is one
of the easiest ways to make a difference.

Plastic pollution has become an epidemic. In order to help sea
turtles, the planet and ourselves, we need to start making
for purchase until 2018. Don’t be fooled by their size,
they may be tiny but one microbead can be one
million times more toxic than the water around it.
Avoid purchasing exfoliating products and toothpastes
that contain microbeads.

What you can do:
1.

Use reusable bags. Reusable bags are a great step in
fighting plastic pollution. As stated before, the
average U.S. shopper uses 500 plastic bags per year.
Using your own bag can drastically reduce your plastic
use and they’re sturdier than plastic grocery bags- less
instances of a bag ripping and your canned goods
rolling across the parking lot.

2.

Drink from a reusable bottle. This is good for both
the planet and your health. Recent studies show that
chemicals from plastic can seep into your food and
drink. BPA is a hormone disruptor and can cause
cancer.

3.

Refuse the straw. Plastic straws are a big offender.
You can see straws in the sand when walking on the
beach. The Ocean Conservancy listed straws in their
“Top Ten Marine Debris Items” list from their
worldwide cleanup. Sea turtle experts and scientists
from Texas A&M University spent nearly 10 minutes
trying to dislodge a 4-inch straw from the nose of an
olive ridley sea turtle (Lepidochelys olivacea). The
team originally mistook the straw for a parasite and
were shocked once they realized that the turtle had
plastic lodged in his nose. If you must have a straw,
opt for reusable ones. You can purchase stainless steel
straws and most come with a miniature brush to help
clean it.

4.

Don’t be fooled by the microbead. Microbeads
became illegal this year, but they are still available

5.

Get involved! Join us for a beach cleanup! Sea Turtle
Preservation Society has adopted Coconut Point Park
in Melbourne Beach and Cherie Down Park and Beach
in Cape
Canaveral.
This is a
great way
to help
reduce the
amount of
plastic
making its
way into
our oceans. Each piece you pick up is one less that a
sea turtle has to deal with. Volunteers are provided
with a grabber, trash bag, gloves, sunscreen, and
other tools.

Beach Cleaning Dates:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

June 3, 2017
July 8, 2017
August 5, 2017
September 2, 2017
October 7, 2017
November 4, 2017
December 9, 2017
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2016 Turtle Krawl Draws
International Participation
by Autumn J. Faulkner

It was a clement morning as the sky began to blush over a
sleepy Nance Park in Indialantic, Florida. Race day registration
had begun. It was September 10, 2016, the day Sea Turtle
Preservation Society (STPS) volunteers had been working
tirelessly and diligently toward. The 5K Turtle Krawl was about
to begin. Their efforts were about to pay off.
Vendors streamed in, race packets were given out, bibs and
timing devices were applied. A buzz hummed through the air as
runners, walkers and “krawlers” alike got ready for the race to
begin.
Today, participants were not only racing for the unique and
professional turtle medals or the gorgeous and colorful tech
shirts decorated by local artist Michael “Nemo” Nemnich, who
had been providing art designs since 2001, when the first Turtle
Krawl was held. They were not just running for these and other
amenities. They were running for a cause. They were running
for sea turtles.
Since 2010, when race director Michael Petrillo helped
resurrect and revamp the race, the 5K Turtle Krawl has been a
growing success. Mike Petrillo stepped down last year, but
agreed to continue helping with the race. STPS’ own Jen Sandle
and Vickie Openshaw took over as joint race directors. STPS has
outdone themselves yet again with the help of the Turtle Krawl
Committee and over 100 STPS and community volunteers. With
the addition of a virtual race option and expanding recognition,
Brevard’s most impressive 5K run has now gone international.
Not only were there worldwide runners participating in the
virtual race, but people from around the world were also
running in the physical race! “Krawlers” from Brazil, Sweden
and the Netherlands all participated.
The Turtle Krawl was a great success with 2,232 participants.
The virtual race drew another 1,000 registrants and ran from
August 19-September 30, 2016. People participated from all
over the country and world. Other countries included: Canada,
Ireland, England, Isle of Man, Germany, Austria, Switzerland
and Australia!
The world is abuzz for sea turtles. It is no wonder that people
are moved to travel long distances to race in Brevard County.
The Space Coast is the iconic home to one of the most vital
stretches of beach for nesting sea turtles.
The money raised from 2016’s Turtle Krawl- STPS’ most
successful and vital fundraising event- assists turtles in many
ways. In the past, it gave STPS the means to partner with
Brevard Zoo and build the Sea Turtle Healing Center, which has
been critical in providing immediate treatment to ailing sea
turtles. In the past, ill, injured or distressed sea turtles would

have to be transported to the nearest sea turtle rehabilitation
facility approximately 90 minutes away; reducing chances of
survival.
The Healing Center has been treating sea turtle patients since
2014 and STPS has agreed to pay $25,000 annually to keep the
center running. This is one of the reasons the race is so
important.
This year the Turtle Krawl raised $59,330.23 in the physical
race and $16,745.00 through the virtual race. That is
$76,075.23 total. Along with paying for sea turtle care at the
Healing Center, this money goes into several other sea turtle
conservation projects, such as coastal restoration, veterinarian
costs, and sea turtle research. STPS has already voted to fund
Dr. Dean Bagley, of UCF, with $6,000 for two new transmitters.
These novel transmitters are for male green sea turtles, which
will be a part of Dr. Bagley’s research into the upcoming
expected green nesting boom in the 2017 nesting season.
Not only does this race bring in much-needed revenue for
STPS’s efforts into sea turtle conservation, but it enriches and
involves the locals on a powerful, intimate level. Children as
young as 3-years-old, like little Curtis Henry of Vero Beach,
participate with their family. Curtis’ time was (1:12:07). The
youngest female to participate and finish the race was 4-yearold Ava Mcgeough of Palm Bay. Her time was (1:00:28). Many
other children of all ages participated. This level of youth
exposure can make all the difference. It helps children build a
strong relationship with the coastal beauty and the animals
around them that depend upon it, like the rare and beautiful
sea turtles. One runner, Wendy Stimmler of Indialantic, likes to
call them her “neighbors.”

A very special thanks to all the incredible
sponsors of Turtle Krawl 2016:
Port Canaveral, Running Zone, Sea World Parks and Resorts
Orlando, Slug-A-Bug, Absolutely Natural Luxurious Skincare,
Blinds of All Kinds, Porter Premiere Dermatology, Animal
Emergency and Critical Care Center of Brevard, Florida Prep,
Hydro Flask, Islands Fish Grill, Launch Federal Credit Union,
Southeastern Honda, 2016 Mud Run, Stream2Sea, Toyota of
Melbourne, Turtle Towel, Coastal Ambulance Services, closetbox,
DoubleTree, Whittaker Cooper Financial Group, Florida Today,
Giant Stride Solutions, Inc, Walmart, Natalie’s, CLIF Bar, Clow
Chiropractic, Ice Inc., new balance, Starbucks, Planet Smoothie,
United Rentals, 95 Rock Brevard’s Classic Rock, Nash FM 102.7,
Sports Radio 1560AM The Fan, Virtual Strides, WA1A 107.1 FM,
WM Waste Management, WFIT 89.5 FM, SCR Runner of the Year
Series
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The Turtle Krawl would not be the success that it is without its
dedicated volunteers. They do the very hard work of organizing
and bringing the event together. On race day, hundreds of
volunteers work efficiently to register racers, hand out
packets, timing bibs, beautiful moisture-wicking mesh running
shirts, awards, water and more. They even provide emotional
support to the “krawlers” with sardonic signs along the race
that contain motivating messages such as, “Where is Everyone
Going?” and “Holding This Sign Isn’t Easy Either!”
Wendy Stimmler, who was grateful her neighbor rapped on her
window until she was violently jarred awake for the race,
noted why the Turtle Krawl was so vital to her.
She reflected on a time that she and her son found washbacks
on the beach, called the STPS hotline and were instructed what
to do. The mother and son carefully placed the turtles into a
bucket and brought them to the STPS house in Indialantic.
“That made such a difference in his life, and mine too. Nature
is so important. We need to protect it. We are all connected.
Sea turtles are a part of our home here. They are our neighbors
and we should always give back to our neighbors,” she said.
At the end of the race, after a dousing of sporadic rain,
SeaWorld rehabilitators carried out a beautiful yellow-faced
loggerhead sea turtle. The turtle had been rescued and
delivered to SeaWorld’s facility back in April 2016. According to
aquarist Julie Moore, who works at SeaWorld, the loggerhead
was injured and had an intestinal impaction. The turtle was
treated and successfully rehabilitated at the facility there in
Orlando.
So many runners had been waiting for this moment. For many
children, this would be the first time they had ever seen such a
massive marine turtle up close. The pain of the run, the blazing
heat during the third mile and even the gasp of rain that had
dampened the crowd were all worth it for a few moments to
watch a loggerhead crawl home.
One woman from the Netherlands, who had placed in her age
group and received a medal, had stayed for the release. She
was spellbound as she watched the majestic reptile rapidly
propel down the beach, eager to rejoin the deep. She had
traveled a great distance to get here and this moment was
almost too surreal for the Dutch runner to believe.
It began to mist just as the turtle’s greenish dome shell began
to slip beneath the warm waters. Thunderheads were building
in the distance. The sky was a bruised slate blue. Rain drops
fell like gems in the curtains of sunshine. The crowd cheered
exultantly as the animal disappeared.
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MORE RESULTS FROM THE
RACE (EXPERTLY TIMED BY
RUNNING ZONE):
•

First place winnerJohn Davis of Viera at
17:21.

•

First place female
winner- Alison Nolan
of Indialantic at 19:20.

•

“Middle of the nest”
winner- Jeffrey
Wilbert of Melbourne
at 45:52.

•

Competitive walking
winner- Dave Farrall of
Melbourne at 35:48.

•

Oldest senior female
winner- Roberta
Osterling, 82-years-old,
of Satellite Beach at
1:22:20.

•

Oldest senior male
winner- STPS’s own
Everett Tindall, 86, of
Cocoa Beach at 58:52.
(Everett is an STPS
member and is on the
nest survey and
stranding teams and
conducts turtle walks.)

This is what the Turtle Krawl is all about.

To view photos from the
2016 Turtle Krawl, click
here!
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2016 STPS Volunteer of the
Year Award Recipient:
Jacqueline Maisto
by Lisa Haynes-Henry

Since 1996 the Sea Turtle Preservation Society (STPS) has
recognized the hard work of one of its volunteers by awarding
them the Volunteer of the Year Award. The board selects the
recipient based upon their dedication to the organization and
forwarding the mission of maintaining the current sea turtle
population. While each Volunteer of the Year Award recipient
brings different skills to the organization, their passion for sea
turtles is a constant.
“I was stunned. I didn’t even know they called my name and I
was shocked to figure out it was me,” says the 2016 STPS
Volunteer of the Year Award winner Jacqueline Maisto. As with
many special and important volunteers, she didn’t think that
all she gives to STPS was enough to put her in line for the top
volunteer award. Maisto volunteers for many aspects of our
group including the Turtle Krawl 5K, nest surveys, and night
walks.
Many of our volunteers have moved to the Space Coast from
around the country and Maisto is no different. She spent her
early life in Connecticut and began visiting her brother four
times a year starting in 2001; she moved to Florida in 2008. “I
never wanted to leave my brother and this beautiful weather
for the cold. So, I moved,” she recalls. Once she got settled,
Maisto wanted to get involved in the community somehow, but
she didn’t know where to start. She began running for better
health and registered for the 2013 Turtle Krawl 5K. While
getting involved as a runner, she learned that STPS needed
help with the race organization and operation and she
volunteered for the 2014 race. While Maisto also volunteered
for other local races and with other organizations, she quickly
realized her passion was with the Sea Turtle Preservation
Society and sea turtles.
The 2014 turtle season was coming to an end, so she waited for
a spring 2015 Turtle Talk program, and eventually worked her
way up to the Sea Turtle Emergency Response Program (STERP)
training later in the summer. Being a trained and certified
member of the STERP program allows volunteers to respond to
requests to walk the beach and assist permit holders with
rescuing turtles in times of natural disaster. Maisto found that
the extra training helped her get more involved in STPS and
spurred her passion for turtles even more.
In 2016, Maisto volunteered for the Turtle Krawl 5K,
conducting nesting surveys, and night walks. The nesting
survey team walks the beach, conducting nest surveys for
conservation. Maisto joined other dedicated and devoted
volunteers on the nesting survey team. The team walks the
beach every day during nesting season assessing the nests
laid, counting false crawls, identifying the species of turtle
and conducting nest surveys after they hatch.

In addition to the nesting surveys, Maisto is also involved with
the night walks. “While volunteering for the night walks, I get
to see lots of mothers nesting. I haven't seen a nest boil (hatch)
yet, but I have been out doing nesting surveys where I have
seen my share of babies trying to make it to the water. It’s
truly an amazing
thing to watch.” She
adds, “How do those
little guys know
where to go with no
guidance? It’s as
pure as nature
gets.”
Maisto can’t get
enough of sea
turtles and because
of the limited length
of the nesting and
hatching season, she
wanted to find other
ways to work with
2016 Volunteer of the Year:
turtles. She learned
Jacqueline Maisto
about the Sea Turtle
Healing Center at the Brevard Zoo’s volunteer program and
signed up and started volunteering in July. While there she
assists with caring for the sick or injured turtles under the
direction of the hospital and zoo staff.
While thinking about what aspect of volunteering is her favorite
she says that it’s hard to say because she loves it all, “Just
knowing I’m doing something to make a difference is the best
feeling.” Maisto plans to continue participating in and
volunteering for the Turtle Krawl 5k every year. It kickstarted
her volunteering with STPS and she finds it amazing how many
people from all over the community come together to support
the event and the Sea Turtle Preservation Society.
Maisto’s passion for sea turtles shines through when she talks
about volunteering with the Sea Turtle Preservation Society
and the Sea Turtle Healing Center. Attending a turtle’s release
after it has been nurtured and brought back to health is a
moving experience. Her first release was after a Turtle Krawl
5k and she thought it was nice, but after volunteering at the
Sea Turtle Healing Center and being with the turtles, she
developed a deeper appreciation for the releases. “It was such
a great feeling to see them go home. You definitely grow
attached to the turtles you are taking care of and are so happy
when you get to see them go back to where they belong,” she
says.
Maisto says it has been a great year and she loves everything
about the Sea Turtle Preservation Society and the Brevard Zoo
Sea Turtle Healing Center and what they do for the sea turtles
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and the environment. “I’m very excited to be involved with
such great organizations and people that collaborate with each
other for the better good. It’s truly a family and one I’m proud
to be a part of.”

STPS TRAINING CLASS
SCHEDULE

Are you interested in getting
more involved with STPS?
Turtle season is rapidly
approaching and there are
many ways you can join our
organization to help sea
turtles. The first step is to
take Turtle Talk.
- June 3 (Saturday):
Satellite Beach Library
- June 10
(Saturday): Satellite Beach
Library
- July 8 (Saturday): West
Melbourne Library
- July 22 (Saturday): Cocoa
Beach Library
- August 5
(Saturday): Suntree/Viera
Library
- August 19 (Saturday): West
Melbourne Library
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Early Marine Science- Ryan
Cilsick’s 12th Grade Class
by Jill A. Lankford

If Marine Science was not fascinating enough, think about how
interesting it is that high school students are being introduced
to it at such an early age, and how this introductory science
can have a measurable impact on our environment. Today’s
young adults do not cease to amaze and have become the
future representatives of eco-friendly living. Sea Turtle
Preservation Society’s very own Michael Conner had the honor
of lecturing these eco-beacons and green go getters about sea
turtles in Ryan Cilsick’s gifted 12th grade class. Ryan says that,
“four science classes are requisite to graduate high school”.
Ryan alone teaches six Science based classes at Edgewood High
School in Merritt Island. Three of those are Honors Marine
Science classes, one is an Honors Biology Class and two are
Science Research classes. Whew! Did we mention that Ryan
was a Science teacher?
Prior to gifting his skills to Edgewood High, Ryan landed in
Florida 14 years ago. Ryan’s love of marine science had him
working in a marine biology lab in the Bahamas and one in
Jamaica. He additionally
taught in a remote
boarding school in Hawaii
for three years. Ryan has
his Masters in biological
oceanography and put his
stamp on an inflatable
submarine earlier in his
career. This massive
submarine look-alike was
where he taught his
students lifelike
oceanography. A
doorway built into the
sub would allow students
Ryan Cilsick
to experience what would
be the beginnings of his
trade-marked teaching style, which is still implemented today.
When a teacher with these techniques explains a subject, the
information then becomes ingrained through olfactory and
audiovisual reminders. For instance, Ryan offers us a bottle of
extremely cold water, but when he adds that, “It may taste a
little salty. The salt helps transfer the heat energy and it gets
colder, faster,” this sensory experience locks it into memory.
The only thing left to do is open it up and see if it truly does
taste like salt. Ryan’s exploratory based methods of teaching
allow his students to tap into their own creativity and build
upon discovery.
Let us not forget about STPS representative, Michael Conner.
Michael is a retired Brevard County teacher and substitute
teacher and can relate to these students with his own style. In
the midst of lecturing on how important sea turtle preservation
is, he becomes a huge hit through participation. Questions
keep everyone engaged and a little joke or two really keeps
them on their toes as well.

These skillful educators know how important early
development is and are the driving force behind these beautiful
minds. They are molding our future.
Case in point: Elizabeth Marion. Let us call her a scientist and
biologist in the making. Elizabeth is one of Ryan’s 12th grade
students who is doing her senior project on sea turtles.
Michael discussed tractability of the turtles and scientific
development and suggests to her that she focus her project on
that. Elizabeth said that she “…wants to give a presentation to
elementary school students, and sixth graders,” to be more
specific. Her project plan has great substance. She wants to
impress upon our youth how important sea turtle sustainability
truly is. Ryan says that he likes to get his students involved
and encourages project based activities as an effective learning
tool. Each year they do a senior project, which consists of the
four P’s. The students are required to do an eight-page paper;
show a product; put a portfolio together; and give a
presentation on their project. Last year Ryan’s class
contributed 350 origami turtles to our 1,000, which are
displayed in the new STPS education center. This contribution
brings endless education opportunities to all knowledge seekers
that come in every single day. Ryan’s preparatory based
learning method is ideal as introductory college courses. His
students will be better prepared for higher academia and
performance achievements as they transition into adulthood.
Believe it or not, Ryan and his students make up a profound
majority of voices contributing to our mission statement.
These are people in their developmental stages. Reaching out
at the right moment in developmental years is crucial to
impressing sustainability upon our youth. These impressions
are lifelong
necessities
that will
extend the
livelihood of
our
environment
and more
specifically,
sea turtles.
According to a
recent finding
in the U.S.
National
Library of
Medicine, “The
development
of children
ages 12
through 18
years old
should include
expected
physical and
mental
milestones.
Michael Conner
During
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adolescence, children develop the ability to: understand
abstract ideas. These include grasping higher math concepts,
and developing moral philosophies, including rights and
privileges; and move toward a more mature sense of
themselves and their purpose.”
Capitalizing on this mobility is key. Whether these students
become Marine Scientists or not, they are above all, retaining
vital procedural marine life practices that are imperative to
our communities near the ocean. These students are the
messengers of the future and carry the torch for survival rates.
We can do all we can do as human beings, and hopefully make
up for what the uncontrollable forces of nature leave behind.
“Nature lends itself to population rates and all species have its
own propagation.” This is a profound statement Ryan made
when class dismissed. He is a true gift. And while we are
doing our part to clean the beaches, properly recycle our
plastics and watch for turtles in our rivers, Ryan also reminds
us to make sure we flatten out sand castles before we leave
the beach, then jokingly adds… “but not while the children are
still putting it together.” We all play a part whether large or
incremental. Each is as important as the other. Volunteer
your time. Even a little of your time goes a long way and in the
midst of it all, you will learn so much. Learning and helping
are both endless endeavors.

10
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Interview with Dean
Bagley, UCF Marine Turtle
Research Group Research
Associate
by Kimberly White

For this issue, I had the honor of interviewing Dean Bagley,
Research Associate for the University of Central Florida Marine
Turtle Research Group. During our hour-long chat, she gave me
great insight into her history with UCF’s Marine Turtle
Research Group and their endeavors to discover more about a
sea turtle’s life between the time they hatch and when they
return to lay their eggs. Dean also describes what makes the
project at UCF’s Marine Turtle Research Group unique.
KW: Dean, thank you for joining me. Give me a little
background information about yourself, who are you and what
you do.
DB: Thank you for having me. I’m a Research Associate with
UCF’s Marine Turtle Research Group. I started with the project
in 1989 when MTRG founder, Llewellyn “Doc” Ehrhart, ran the
program. I stayed with the
program after Doc retired
and Dr. Mansfield took over;
working with Doc and Dr.
Mansfield has been
wonderful.
KW: Do you enjoy your work
with the Marine Turtle
Research Group?
DB: Yes! There’s no place I’d
rather be than the Archie
Carr National Wildlife Refuge. Coming across turtles I may have
tagged fifteen or twenty years ago is such a wonderful feeling.
KW: That’s interesting! So you’ve seen turtles you’ve previously
tagged? That must be a great feeling- seeing that they are alive
and well.
DB: Yes, I have. I’ve come across ones I’ve tagged years ago. It
is a great feeling. I’m always amazed that no matter how many
sea turtles we’ve tagged, there are still brand news ones
coming to the beach every year. We have so many turtles, it’s
impossible to see them all.
KW: What is most common for you to see in the Indian River
Lagoon?
DB: We capture a lot of juvenile greens and sub-adult
loggerheads; those are both very common. The green turtles go
through a series of developmental stages, one of which is in the
Indian River Lagoon. Kimberly, we don’t really know that all of
their developmental stages are in the IRL. They also recruit
from elsewhere. Once they hit about 70 cm, they recruit to
adult foraging grounds.

KW: About how much of your work consists of turtles captured
in the Indian River Lagoon?
DB: When I was satellite tagging large immature green turtles,
captures of that size of turtle from the lagoon made up less
than 1%.
KW: Do all the turtles leave once they are in the 70cm range or
do some stay longer?
DB: No, not always. When we started using the satellite
transmitters, we did see that some turtles didn’t leave once
they reached
70cm. Some took
off right away
while others
stayed put and
didn’t go
anywhere for a
while.
KW: Speaking of
satellite
transmitters, can
you elaborate
more on your
project? What
makes it unique?

Iris with her completed transmitter. Iris was
sponsored by STPS, named for Iris Reinhold

DB: Absolutely. Currently, we are focused on satellite tracking
both adult female and male turtles from the beach. What
makes this project unique is that we are also satellite tracking
the males. Male sea turtles usually don’t come back to land.
These past few years, we’ve seen a nesting explosion. With the
increase of females, it has brought in an increase of males for
mating in the early summer. It’s great because I’m able to find
adult male green turtles on the beach when they wash in as
part of a mating pair, or when they’re found upside down on
the beach or in the surf. When this happens, hopefully I have a
transmitter in hand. Sea Turtle Preservation Society recently
voted to assist me with that by making up the difference for
the funding I need to purchase a second transmitter.
KW: Wow! I had no idea it was so rare to see male sea turtles, I
never even thought about it when I’ve seen the tracks. Is there
a lot of information on male sea turtles or is this new territory
for marine researchers and biologists?
DB: Anything we learn about male sea turtles is more than we
currently know now. Male green turtles are hardly ever seen by
researchers. They can be seen in a foraging ground down in the
Florida Keys where I work with Inwater Research Group. We are
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working with adult green turtles in the only known adult green
turtle foraging grounds in the country. The females in that
foraging area nest in Florida, Mexico and Costa Rica, which
makes the foraging grounds in the Keys very important to at
least three
countries.
KW: In a
nutshell,
describe the
overall goals of
the project.

DB: I would like to take a moment and just say how
appreciative I am that Sea Turtle Preservation Society, the
Florida Sea Turtle Grants Program, SeaWorld Busch Gardens
Conservation Fund, and Telonics all wanted to support this
project. We’ve also had some amazing graduate and
undergraduate students. They have been so excited to help
find these turtles and have done such a great job! I couldn’t do
it without them.
KW: Thank you for joining me, Dean. I look forward to our next
interview where we will update our readers on your research!

DB: For starters,
we’d like to
know how long
the males are at
the beach. We want to know where they spend their time while
off the nesting beach and how far they roam from where they
were tagged. We also hope to find out how long it takes them
to go home, where their foraging grounds are, and to calculate
home-range data at the mating and foraging grounds to get an
idea of how much area they are using.
KW: Here’s a three-part question- How long does each turtle
wear a transmitter? How often do you receive information? How
do you attach it?
DB: We want them to stay on as long as possible! Some of the
transmitters will stay on for almost a year. The transmitters
are programmed for two years, but that just doesn’t happen
with green turtles. Since we cannot depend on them to wear it
for two years, it is set to send me information every day rather
than every other day. The transmitter doesn’t send information
all the time. It only sends data when the transmitter is above
the water, like when a turtle surfaces to breathe – this helps
conserve battery life. We use several different epoxies to
adhere it to their shell. The epoxies are chosen based on their
ability to cure quickly using low temperatures. We had one
turtle- gorgeous with brand new scutes- we tagged this male
turtle on the beach on May 25th. This is the turtle that beat his
transmitter against the reef until it came off on October 4th.
Whether that was deliberate or normal behavior is still
unknown. I was lucky that a diver found the transmitter and I
was able to get it back.
KW: Were you able to use it again?
DB: No, it looked
like it had been
run through a
wood chipper! Half of it was
missing and on
the other side of
it there was one
of the turtle’s
scutes. The
manufacturers
were so
impressed with
Iris with the STPS board members and attachment
crew (L to R: Dori Hughes, Janet Hochella, Heather
it that they
Pepe, Iris Reinhold, Kim Matheny and Dean Bagley)
wanted to keep
it for display rather than refurbish it. They sent me a new
transmitter for the refurbished price.
KW: Is there anything else you’d like our readers to know?

To learn more about UCF’s Marine
Turtle Research Group visit their
website!
https://sciences.ucf.edu/biology/marineturtlerese
archgroup/
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Homeslice
by Jill A. Lankford

Homeslice was found on August 21, 2016, in the Haulover Canal
in Mosquito Lagoon. According to the staff at the Brevard Zoo,
her CT Scan revealed a small fracture in her neurocranium
(which is the skeletal structure that surrounds her brain). Her
prognosis was poor; she had bruising on her lungs and a
fracture in her spinal column. However, volunteers and
professionals at the zoo anticipated that she might be a fighter
and after much rehabilitation and hard work by everyone at the
healing center, she did not disappoint. It was a long haul with
touch and go moments, but today Homeslice has made a
complete recovery. It took much laboring, attention and
nurturing, but her most recent report revealed that she is doing
great. Her once heartbreaking scars have become less
prominent and are now shadowed by her appeal. Today, she
reportedly has started to shed pieces of old bone from the
wounds as the new, healthy pieces fill in. She additionally has
a bigger tank, which is good news and means that her
movements are not as restricted. This means that the
incremental
induction into
broader
territory
prepares her
for open water.
The incredible
story of
Homeslice is
noteworthy for
obvious
reasons. Plus,
as most of you
know, our
Photo Credit: Brevard Zoo
beaches are
the most
important in America for varying species of sea turtles. It
would only make sense that with that, comes the volume of
green sea turtles into our lagoons. These green turtles more
particularly like to forage for food within these lagoons. Like
Homeslice, they bob near the surface of the water. Candlelit
table setting aside, they dine on green leafy food and are
unsuspecting of ocean vessels. All 26.5 pounds of Homeslice
indicates that she is a juvenile sea turtle and these juveniles
stay near the surface of the water until they reach adulthood.
A 26.5 lb. sea turtle near the water’s surface would not go
unnoticed to the trained eye, but when boats are traveling at
high speeds or taking the path of least resistance in more
shallow waters, these turtles do not have much time to react.
These beautifully colored greens could very well be seen by
boaters and are larger than some of the boating markers used
to direct traffic. If boaters are attentive, they can spot one.
Situations are unavoidable sometimes, but could Homeslice’s
injuries been avoided? Possibly. According to Brian Rehwinkel,
who is the representative for the boating safety, awareness and
marketing for the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
Commission, “operator awareness is the biggest thing.” Brian
says that, “boaters must maintain a 360-degree awareness.”

He further states that, “If you need help with this, enlist
another passenger in the boat. Operator intention not only
applies to fixed objects, it applies to wildlife as well.” From a
statistical standpoint, Brian reveals that, “most accidents are
the result of distractions and inattentiveness.” He implores
boaters to “pay attention, and be on their game.” One of the
best things to keep in mind is to “slow down - take a look
around.” Other tips include “wearing polarized sunglasses,
especially in weather. They help clarify objects. Attentiveness
is key.” And with all of this in mind, FWC encourages the use
of life jackets, as well.

If you want to know more about boating safety
and awareness, check out a wide array of tools
and tips on FWC’s website:
http://myfwc.com/boating/safetyeducation/faqs/

According to FWC statistics, Florida leads nationally with a
total number of 915,713 registered vessels in 2015. There were
737 reported boating accidents in 2015, throughout this fun
water sporting State. Think about it from this angle,
considering the number of passengers out there, they are all
one step closer to a rare sea turtle sighting. What a
remarkable opportunity it would be to view something that is
not otherwise available to see in captivity. Brian’s advice to
“slow down - take a look around” is a catchy, symbolic
awareness campaign for all boaters to heed. It says just relax,
take a moment to appreciate our lagoons and the wildlife they
contain and be aware of others at the same time.
Sea turtle volunteers are a concerned and caring breed. They
collectively helped Homeslice push through her long recovery
journey, and with her amazing personality and perseverance
she encouraged them not to give up on her as well. And yes,
she has personality, which is why she and her environment
deserve your admiration. She is one of the many reasons why it
is easy to become attached to these beautiful sea turtles and
retain that loyal relationship. Yet another reason why being a
volunteer is so appealing. There cannot be enough said about
how much the Sea Turtle Preservation Society, the Brevard
Zoo, and the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
do for these sea turtles. There is still much more to
accomplish and there is room for someone like you to help
make that difference. The life of one female turtle is the life
of many, many more. Homeslice will be so happy to go home
soon and have her offspring and it will all be because of
volunteers like you. If you would like to join us as a volunteer,
it does not get any more rewarding than this. Go to our
website at http://www.seaturtlespacecoast.org to sign up.
We are thrilled to announce that Homeslice was successfully
released back into the lagoon on April 11, 2017.
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With the Toss of a Flipper,
They Vanish: Two Sea
Turtle Releases to
Remember
by Autumn J. Faulkner

I stood amid the crowd. The aging sunlight cast every face in a
honeyed glow. It was Wednesday afternoon on December 14th
at Lori Wilson Park in Cocoa Beach. The days were still
shrinking. The breeze was warm and whispering as evening
began to usher in. Chilly little waves snapped at bare ankles as
onlookers patiently waited. It was five in the afternoon and
Trident, the long-awaited, successfully rehabilitated
loggerhead sea turtle, was caught in traffic with her caretakers
from Brevard Zoo’s Sea Turtle Healing Center.
I was flabbergasted, realizing that over a hundred people had
come, and the crowd was still growing. A flurry of cameras and
phones glittered around me, eager to capture a moment of the
ancient reptile’s plod back into the inviting deep. A swarm of
dark seagulls splintered across the heady sky as a little girl in a
bright swimming suit vacillated in and out of the scintillating
swash. Ravels of
flashing light
swirled around
her. A young boy
in sunglasses
sank to his
knees, poised for
a close-up view
of the expected
turtle; to him,
an aquatic
dinosaur come to
Photo Credit: Autumn J. Faulkner
life!
I have seen people come from across the world just to cheer
for a sea turtle’s return home. What inspires such passion and
intrigue? Why do people travel to Brevard County’s pastel
shores to watch these marine reptiles sidle into the snowy froth
and disappear? What is it about this intimate experience that
inspires and mesmerizes people so profoundly?
Since joining STPS earlier in 2016, I have witnessed the best of
humanity working together for sea turtles. The tireless
dedication and passion of volunteers, scientists, veterinarians
and even the occasional beachgoer turned turtle rescuer has
humbled and astounded me. I have seen whole communities
come together in the name of sea turtles.
We are only just beginning to understand how we depend upon
sea turtles for healthy coastal ecosystems and fish stocks. We

now know sea turtle nests are vital for dune plant health,
which protects us from storms and beautifies the beach. We
also know that sea turtles contribute to lush and flowing sea
grass meadows, providing important habitats for young fish that
will one day contribute to our fishing industry.
STPS is very involved with rescuing and documenting stranded
sea turtles. A weakened and compromised sea turtle will
strand, likely injured, sick or dead. These strandings are often
human caused, directly or indirectly. Each turtle, dead or
alive, reveals a little more insight into their lives. Even
deceased sea turtles provide location and sex ratio data,
information about their genetic origins and natal beaches, their
growth, diet and the hazards they faced while alive. Sea turtles
found alive provide further insights into their biology and
reveal a tiny window into the issues they face in the waters
beyond, teaching us about how we are changing their oceanic
world.
Among the recent live strandings were two sea turtles that
were released within months of each other near the end of the
year. Both turtles had conditions thought to be related to
toxicity and polluted and degraded water. Algal blooms may
have played a role in their conditions. In Trident’s case, the
turtle may have partially drowned in a fishing trawl net,
making her especially vulnerable to parasites and disease.
Trident, a sub-adult female loggerhead, was found by UCF
researchers in the Trident Basin of Port Canaveral on a balmy
day in July. The 15-year-old turtle was suffering from
debilitated turtle syndrome (DTS) and her hunting abilities
were so hindered that she had become emaciated. The other
was a feisty little juvenile green sea turtle named Baret. He
was found a few months after Trident, in September, up near
the dunes in southern Cocoa Beach. He was rescued by Everett
Tindall of the STPS nesting survey and stranding team. Both
turtles were brought to the Healing Center for examination,
testing and treatment.
Over the months, Trident regained over twenty pounds and was
soon hunting with vim and vigor, zipping right down to the
bottom of her tank to seize the scrabbling live crabs the
Healing Center team tossed in. Her fervent hunting skills were
a wonder to observe as she skillfully caught and consumed the
crabs with ease. She had been treated with antibiotics and
vitamins and given medical care for a body cavity infection. An
Eastern Florida State College intern, Noelle Villanueva,
carefully and diligently cleared the barnacles from Trident’s
shell and assisted with some other medical procedures and
blood-work. As Trident regained her health, all those involved
were delighted to announce her coming release in December.
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Baret was a peculiar case. Thought to have suffered from
toxicity, he turned around rapidly and found his lovely and
lavish tank very accommodating. He gobbled his food eagerly
while enduring blood tests and exams. While an influx of
washbacks began to trickle in, Baret bobbed around his tank,
playfully scratching his shell on his PVC toys and smiling up at
the Health Center volunteers and veterinarians with winsome
eyes. He was energetic and eager to return home.
Both turtles received Passive Integrated Transponder (PIT) tags.
A PIT tag is an identification tag all animals at the Healing
Center are given for easy identification in the future. The tag is
the size of a grain of rice and injected under the skin into the
muscle of the turtles, usually in the left front flipper.
Baret was the first to be released on a slightly nippy Monday
morning on November 21st. Melanie Stadler, manager of the Sea
Turtle Healing
Center, decided to
make the release
for STPS members
only, as a tribute
to their dedicated
efforts rescuing
stranded turtles
and washbacks.
Baret flapped
wildly, like a
Photo Credit: Autumn J. Faulkner
little reptilian
sea bird, as
Melanie carried him to the swash. In an instant, the exuberant
little reptile vanished beneath the mint-green waves. An STPS
volunteer was probing through a clump of rusty-colored sea
wrack in the backdrop, just in case another washback had been
overlooked. The dedication of an STPS volunteer never ends.
A month later, I stood amongst a sea of human faces, awaiting
Trident’s arrival. I marveled at the effort that goes into each
turtle’s rescue, rehabilitation, and ultimate release. So many
people, from various walks of life, come together and work
tirelessly to protect and conserve these animals. I could only
guess at the depth of emotion someone like Noelle must feel,
watching one of the turtles she cared for return home.
Trident was wheeled out by zoo volunteers. Noelle and Melanie
were the ones to lift the nearly 100-pound turtle out of a black
tub and onto the soft, cooling sand. The onlookers were hushed
and whispering in awe at the beauty of the brightly-colored,
yellow and green loggerhead. The turtle’s keen eyes were
directed at one thing, the ocean. The waters shivered before

15
her, painted in
purple and blue
sunset hues. She
was ready to
return to her
favorite benthic
hunting grounds
and watery
haunts, and to
flipper through
the seas beyond.
We could only
dream of what
Photo Credit: Autumn J. Faulkner
would come next
for Trident, and
hope that she would one day return to her natal beach in
Brevard to contribute to the generations to come.
I listened to the dying laughter of children and the muffled
exclamations of the crowd as I watched the horizon, still
pinched with the remaining sunlight. I saw it, at last, a flash of
lemon flipper as Trident surfaced in the distance, taking a deep
breath before vanishing. I lingered and watched the shadows
consume the horizon as the beach darkened and the rest of the
crowd dissolved.
I thought about all the people who had gathered there to watch
a sea turtle return home and all the people who helped her. I
thought about little Baret grazing upon a fizzing sea grass
meadow somewhere, growing and getting stronger. This human
effort touched me so profoundly, I was dumbfounded. These
animals are special. They have a charm and an innocence that
beguiles us. They inspire us to do better and to change our
ways, creating a better future not only for sea turtles, but for
ourselves, too.
I think one of the great, pioneering sea turtle conservationists
said it best in the following quotation:

“For most of the wild things on earth, the future
must depend on the conscience of mankind.”
- Dr. Archie Carr
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Do you need to buy someone a gift? Just can’t think
of what to give the person who seems to have
everything? Adopt a sea turtle! You can choose from
a hatchling, a nest or a stranded turtle
Click here to adopt a sea turtle.
*The adoption of a sea turtle is purely symbolic. No individual
may own a sea turtle. Sea turtles are protected by state, federal
and international laws.

Schedule for Sea Turtle
Emergency Rescue
Program (STERP)
June 3 (Saturday):
Satellite Beach Library,
9am-12pm

June 10 (Saturday):
Satellite Beach Library,
9am-12pm
Recurring events:
Monthly Membership- 1st Thursday of every month*
Note: Monthly meetings do not occur during June, July
or August. Meetings resume in September of this year.
Beach Cleanup- The 1st Saturday following the
monthly meeting
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Sea Turtle Preservation Society Newsletter Team

Kimberly White, Editor-in-Chief

Lacretia Bacon, Writer

Kimberly White is Editor-in-Chief for the STPS newsletter. She
will also occasionally write pieces on sustainability and
conservation. Kimberly is working towards her bachelor’s
degree in Environmental Management from University of
Florida. She is currently a Global Program Director at U.S.
Green Chamber of Commerce. Kimberly is dedicated towards
helping achieve a happier, healthier, and more sustainable
world for people and sea turtles alike.

Lacretia is a writer for the STPS newsletter. She is a part-time
resident of Brevard County and has fallen in love with the sea
turtles! New to Society membership, she is eager to help
spread the message of the importance of these incredible
animals. She hopes to take the skills learned through her career
to contribute where needed.

Jill A. Lankford, Content Coordinator
Jill A. Lankford is the Content Coordinator for the STPS
newsletter. She will also be writing pieces relating to education
and outreach along with activity at the Brevard Zoo. Jill has a
Bachelor of Science degree from Mercer University, specializing
in Public Safety and is a certified paralegal. After having
acquired her certification as a Fitness Nutrition Specialist, she
exercises her own personal sustainable lifestyle practices
through diet and exercise. Her love for sea turtles began
immediately upon moving into our area and she made it her
goal to get as close to them as possible to make a difference.
Lisa Haynes-Henry, Writer and Editor
Lisa is a writer and editor for the STPS newsletter. Ranger, the
small green turtle with an amputation and infection, was her
first turtle love. She cared for him at the Karen Beasley Sea
Turtle Hospital in North Carolina under the direction of hospital
staff. And then there was
Denver, the loggerhead at the Newport Aquarium in Newport,
KY, a permanent resident in the shark tank who loved to have
his carapace rubbed. Prior to coming to Orlando three years
ago, she was the director of PR and marketing at a branch
campus of the University of Cincinnati and volunteered as a
diver for 14 years at the Newport Aquarium. She’s now retired
and spends her time volunteering with the Pet Alliance of
Greater Orlando and STPS as well as enjoying all the wonderful
things to do in our area.

Autumn Faulkner, Photographer and Writer
Autumn is a writer and photographer for the STPS newsletter.
Originally from Illinois, Autumn and her father moved to
Satellite Beach. Aside from her work with STPS, Autumn blogs,
takes photos, and works as a pet-sitter. The ocean is her home
and she is passionate about wildlife. As an avid swimmer and
surfer, Autumn often sees sea turtles on her adventures.
Autumn is passionate about sea turtle conservation and is eager
to help these wonderful, rare creatures.
Steve Faulkner, Writer
Steve writes for the STPS newsletter. He has over 30 years of
writing experience working as a technical writer. While in
college, Steve took many biology and chemistry courses, but
ultimately pursued writing. His passion for the environment
never dwindled. From helping rescue endangered species to
advocating for moving from fossil fuel to renewable energy to
combat climate change, Steve’s passion for the environment
shows through.
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